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BEGINNER

Open Mind
Unit 2: Grammar and vocabUlary test a

Grammar
A Complete the sentences with There is or 
There are. Then choose a, an, or – (nothing).
0 There is  a / an / – book on the desk.

1   a / an / – keys in the bag.

2   a / an / – school in my town.

3   a / an / – pens under the table.

4   a / an / – pack of DVDs in my room.

5   a / an / – umbrella next to the books.

B Write the correct form of the verb be.
0 A: Is  she your friend?
 B: Yes, she is.

6 A:   they students?
 B: Yes, they are.

7 A:   it a camera?
 B: Yes, it is.

8 A: Is she at home?
 B: No, she  .

9 A: Are you busy?
 B: No, I  .

 10 A:   I early?
 B: No, you aren’t.

C Match the questions to the answers. 
0 Are you a teacher? c

 11 Are you and your sister students?  

 12 Is Maria late?  

 13 Is this your key?  

 14 Are Joe and Max brothers?  

 15 Is Adam busy?  

a Yes, they are.
b Yes, she is.
c Yes, I am.

d No, he isn’t.
e No, it isn’t.
f No, we aren’t.

D Correct the mistakes in the sentences 
below. There is one mistake in each sentence.
0 There’s two keys on the table.
 There are

 16 This is a umbrella.
  

 17 There are thirty desk in the classroom.
  

 18 There are three boxs under the table.
  

 19 There are a mobile phone in my backpack.
  

 20 Is this an camera?
  

Score   / 20

Vocabulary
A Match and write the complete words.  
There is one extra option.
0 cha era chair

1 bicy ir  

2 back top  

3 wat cil  

4 lap cle  

5 cam pack  

 ch
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Open Mind BEGINNER

D Look at the picture. Complete the 
sentences with prepositions from the box. 
There is one extra option.

behind   in   between   next to   on   under   in front of  

0 The keys are on  the laptop.

 16 The mobile phone is   the DVDs.

 17 The camera is   the laptop.

 18 The mobile phone is   the laptop.

 19 The books are   the desk.

 20 The DVDs are   the mobile phone and 
the camera.

Score   / 20

Total score   / 40

B Choose the correct answer A, B or C 
to complete the sentences.
0  , forty, fifty.

A Ten
B Twenty
C Thirty

6 Twelve, thirteen,  .
A eleven
B fourteen
C fifteen

7 Seventy,  , ninety.
A fifty
B sixty
C eighty

8 The smartphone is   the table.
A on
B in
C between

9 The DVD is   the book and the pencils
A on
B next
C between

 10 The e-reader is   to the keys.
A in
B next
C between

C Which numbers are correct?  
Correct the ones that are wrong.
0 ninteen nineteen

 11 twelfe  

 12 forty  

 13 fivety  

 14 twenty-two  

 15 one hundred two  


